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Anniversary

“Our major business is
high-quality CAN hardware”

Company history
1998: Foundation of Ixxat
Automation and transfer of
the STZP employees and
business
2000: Foundation of
daughter company in the
USA (New Hampshire)
2002: Start with Flexray
technology (execution of
verification tests for the
Flexray consortium)
2005: First real-time
Industrial Ethernet and
IEEE 1588 projects
2006: Entry into safety
technology according IEC
61508
2008: BWK becomes
majority shareholder
2011: Foundation of
daughter company in
France and sales offices in
Switzerland and Italy
2013: HMS Industrial
Networks acquired Ixxat
Links
www.ixxat.com
www.hms.se
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xxat Automation is known
for a long time in the CAN
business. Official established at April, 1st in 1998,
the company celebrated recently its 15th anniversary.
However, when considering the predecessor – the
STZP transfer center – the
company looks back to a
25-years history. The CAN
pioneering company is located in Weingarten close
to the Lake of Constance in
the South of Germany. The
main business is still the development and production of
CAN hardware products like
interface boards and topology components. “Our major business is high-quality
CAN hardware” said Christian Schlegel, CEO of Ixxat.
“We produce per year about
50000 hardware components, which makes more
than two thirds of our income. About 80 % are CANconnectable units.” This includes PC interface products, gateways, infrastructure components like CAN
repeaters and bridges as
well as CAN hardware specifically designed for OEMs.
The other turnover comes
from software (15 percent),
e.g. protocol stacks and engineering services (15 percent). A market analysis

conducted internally last
year showed that the company belongs to the market leaders or even is the
market leader related to the
worldwide supply of CAN interface boards and CAN infrastructure components.
Christian Schlegel was
involved from the beginning in programming protocol stacks: “I started with
a Profibus slave implementation, developed the
first CAN Application Layer software, and continued programming our first
CANopen protocol stack.”
Today he manages the
company, still participating

in the technical meetings
and discussions companyinternally as well as with
customers.
The question, what
were the most interesting
and challenging CAN applications, he has seen in his
23 years working for Ixxat
and STZP, he answered:
“The project for Kongsberg’s ship automation system with its redundancy and
high-availability
requirements, was the most challenging one.” The Norwegian company equips about
1000 vessels per year with
this jointly developed system.

Figure 1: The management (from left to right) – Christian
Weißenrieder (Financial Director), Markus Demaria (R&D
Director), Christian Schlegel (Managing Director), Thomas
Waggershauser (Sales & Product Marketing Director)
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LINUX device driver
available

You CAN get it...
Hardware & software for CAN bus applications…

PCAN-PCI/104-Express

PCAN-PC/104-Plus Quad

CAN interface for PCI/104Express systems. Available
as 1-channel, 2-channel,
and opto-isolated version.

Four-channel CAN
interface with galvanic
isolation for PC/104-Plus
systems.

CAN bus
diagnostics
with trace function
PCAN-Diag 2

Now also programmable
PCAN-Router DR

PCAN-Router Pro

CAN router in DIN rail
plastic casing with 2 CAN
channels, selectable bit
rate, and galvanic isolation.

Programmable and
conﬁgurable four channel
CAN router with data logger
in aluminum casing.

PCAN-Diag 2 is a handheld CAN bus diagnostics unit. The new
model offers enhanced functionality:
Clear CAN trafﬁc representation in lists, conﬁgurable
symbolic representation of received messages
Transmission of individual CAN frames or CAN frame lists
Built-in 2-channel oscilloscope for detailed analysis of
the differential CAN signal or an optional external signal,
triggering by CAN IDs or other events
Bit rate detection, bus load and termination measurement
Windows® software for easy device conﬁguration and
transmit list deﬁnition, upload via USB connection
Storage of diagnostic results (CSV, BMP) on an internal
1 GB mass storage USB device

PCAN-miniPCIe
CAN interface for PCI
Express Mini slots. Singleor dual-channel versions
with isolation available.

PCAN-USB Pro
High-speed USB 2.0
interface with galvanic
isolation for connecting up
to 2 CAN and 2 LIN busses.

The universal tool for developing and monitoring CAN
networks.
Extensive user interface improvements: File management via projects, conﬁguration of all elements with the
property editor, and window arrangement using tabs
Simultaneous connections with multiple networks /
CAN interfaces of the same hardware type
Conﬁgurable symbolic message representation
Data logging with tracers and the 4-channel Line Writer
VBScript interface for the creation of macros
Functionality upgrades with add-ins (e.g. Plotter, J1939,
CANdb Import, or Instruments Panel add-in)
User interface language in English or German

PCAN-PCI Express
CAN interface for PCI
Express slots. 1, 2, and
4-channel versions with
galvanic isolation available.

www.peak-system.com
Otto-Roehm-Str. 69, 64293 Darmstadt, Germany
Phone: + 49 6151 8173-20 – Fax: + 49 6151 8173-29 – E-mail: info@peak-system.com
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CAN – vintage, not
obsolete!, in CAN
Newsletter 1/2012
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CAN topology
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Figure 2: Annual sales volume and staff development
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Related articles
Detecting CAN nodes
with different of drifting
bit-rates, in CAN
Newsletter 3/2012
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Figure 3: Annual sales figures of CAN interface products
in units
One of the largest CAN
designs was done for Otis:
The lift (elevator) control
Christian Schlegel (Ixxat)

HMS acquired Ixxat
Ixxat, founded by Prof. Dr.
Konrad Etschberger, was
acquired beginning of this
year by HMS, a Swedish
company focused on communication interface prod-

23 years in the CAN business

I had the privilege of accompanying and helping to shape
a large part of Ixxat’s history. So I’d like to take a look back
on it, but also forwards into the future.
When Prof. Dr. Konrad Etschberger established
the Steinbeis Transfer Center for Process Automation
(STZP) in 1987, the first field buses like Profibus were
just being introduced. When the first Intel CAN controller became available, STZP was asked by ZF to evaluate
the component. Starting with the requirement of being
able to connect PCs to a CAN network to make the data
traffic visible, a CAN interface card with an ISA bus interface was developed, and became STZP’s first product.
Although CAN was designed for use in the automotive sector, STZP concentrated on the use of CAN in industrial applications. In 1990, STZP was the first provider
of CAN seminars, and in 1992 it became a CiA member.
When I joined the field-bus topics as an engineer
at the STZP in 1990, I worked intensively with the development of a higher-layer protocol (HLP) for CAN. The
definition of a HLP for CAN was thus the first CiA specification. In 1994, the CAN Application Layer (CAL) was
published. That ultimately became CANopen, whose
first specification was released in 1995. STZP and later
Ixxat were heavily involved in the development and further refinement of the CANopen specifications.
Over the years, STZP’s product portfolio was expanded,
so by 1998 they offered a comprehensive product range
of CAN-PC interface cards and CAN repeaters, as well as
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system comprises in maximum about 18000 nodes.
“We developed a specific

CAN higher-layer protocol
based on the 29-bit identifier, in order to address so
many devices from any location in the hierarchical system,” explained Schlegel. He
also mentioned two medical
applications, which have impressed him: The integrated
operating room by Karl Storz
and the eye-surgery system
by Alcon Labs. In both projects the CAN PC interfaces from Ixxat are used. The
operating theaters by Karl
Storz are based on the SBC
network, a CAN network
with a CAL-based proprietary profile. The SBC network was first used in the
company’s equipment for
endoscopy surgeries. In the
meantime, the SBC is also
used in the OR1 integrated
operating room.

analyzing tools and protocol software packages for CAL,
CANopen, and DeviceNet.
To demonstrate more professionalism, give employees a longer-term perspective, and also to leave the university fold, Ixxat Automation was founded in 1998 and
STZP’s technology and employees were transferred to it.
In the years after 1998, more and more technologies were added, e.g. Ethernet/IP in 2001. Then, in 2002,
we worked on the introduction of Flexray (after previously
working on the Byteflight protocol with BMW). In 2005,
Powerlink followed, another Industrial Ethernet solution.
An important first step in the global market was the
founding of US daughter company in 2000. In 2011 and
2012, we've added our own sales offices in Italy and
Switzerland, along with another subsidiary in France. We
have a global sales network of 18 distributors not counting the HMS offices and distributors.
In the future, we will concentrate (besides the CAN
business) on three additional topics: safety, Ethercat and
Powerlink. We would like to extend our heartfelt gratitude
for the last 25 years for the established customers who
have accompanied us on our journey. It’s been fun. And
we are looking forward to future that we can experience
together, as well as to the new technologies and challenges that will come during that time. CAN FD is one of
the next one we will invest in. We are already developing
with a partner an FPGA solution supporting the improved
CAN protocol.
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ucts and gateways. The
company’s
shareholders
(the BWK investment company, Prof. Etschberger, and
Christian Schlegel) sold the
firm completely. It is now a
HMS daughter managed by
Christian Schlegel. “I think
the acquisition will give us
the chance to improve our
presence worldwide,” said
Schlegel. “HMS has more
than 80 people in its worldwide sales departments at
the Swedish headquarters
and 10 international subsidiaries as well as a much
wider distribution network
as we had in the past.” Both
companies have already
joined their sales forces
by means of building sales
teams.
For
Germany,
Switzerlandn France and
Austria one sales team was
established, and this also
already happened in USA
and Italy. “We will be the
competence center for CAN
technology, safety, Ethercat, Powerlink, and will
have an important role
as customized hardware
provider within the HMS
group. Ixxat's ambition
is to stregthen our position as a major supplier
for customized CAN hardware and for all CAN related technologies." Basis for
the hardware production
are the HMS group factories in Germany, Sweden,
Lithuania and China where
the HMS group produces
400.000 hardware products
per year at very high quality standards.” said Schlegel. HMS – not that successful with CANopen as
with Profibus – also benefits
from the well known CAN
company and its customer base. “Their strong position especially on the
German automation market will strengthen our presence in Central Europe,”
said
Staffan
Dalström,
HMS’ CEO. “Together with
our subsidiary in Karlsruhe,
Ixxat will reinforce HMS
in Germany - the world’s
leading
market
for
industrial
communication
solutions.”

CAN FD products
will come soon
“We have not yet scheduled
in detail, the support of CAN
FD in our products,” said
Schlegel. “But by end of this
year, you will see the first
CAN FD products from us.”
The company will extend its
CAN drivers (VCI – Virtual CAN Interface as well as
ECI – Embedded Communication Interface) in order
to support the higher payloads of up to 64 byte. However, the next version of the
CANanalyser tool (version
3.0), which is to be released
beginning of summer this
year with some interesting
add-on features (for more
details visit the CAN Newsletter Online) will not yet
support the improved CAN
protocol. However, CAN interfaces and also the busanalyzing tool with CAN FD
support will be presented
at the 14th iCC (international CAN Conference) in November in Paris. “I see a
prospering future for CAN,”
stated Schlegel. “CAN networks are cheap and easy
to maintain compared to
Ethernet-based solutions.
And with CAN FD we have
now a migration path to
higher bitrates resulting in
higher throughput.”
The company has
been a very active CiA
member participating in
many CiA technical working groups. Besides in the
CANopen Interest Group,
Ixxat employees were
present in several Special
Interest Groups such as
dealing with contrast media
injectors, gateways to wireless networks, layer setting services, etc. “We will
continue to support CiA in
its specification activities,”
promised Schlegel. “We as
a small company regard
CiA as one important factor of our success. Together
with HMS, also a CiA member and other CiA members,
we will continue to develop
jointly CAN technology for
different markets.”
Holger Zeltwanger

